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Year 3 Curriculum Map - Spring Term II

English
This term, we are

continuing to use the
FANTASTICS to create

exciting pieces of writing.
We will finish  ‘How To

Wash a Woolly
Mammoth’ which is

instructional
writing.Then, we will be
delving into the magical
story of ‘Secret of Black

Rock’ and writing our
own version of a colour
poem, based on ‘The
Boy who couldn’t see.’

French
Fruits

The children will begin to
learn the french words

for different fruits.
.

Music
Sharing Musical Experiences

The children will be
listening to a range of

musical styles. There will
be opportunities for the
children to listen, sing,

compose and perform a
variety of musical styles.

.
Key vocabulary: pulse,

rhythm, beat,
composition, musical

style.

D&T
Mechanisms for Pop-up

Books
We will be exploring how

pop-up books work,
evaluating ones we have
around us and having a
go at making our own
mini pop-up books.
Art Paint and Collage

We will be looking at
artists like John Piper
and Picasso to inspire
our own mixed media

work.

Computing
Binary and Loops

Students will learn how
information is

represented in a way
such that a computer can

interpret and store it.
Key Vocabulary:

Binary
Byte
bit

Religious Education
What do Muslim’s believe
about their god?

The children will learn
about Islam and

Muslim’s beliefs about
God. They explore the

Qur’an and its
importance to Muslim’s.

Chn compare the
differences and

similarities between
Christians and Muslim’s

beliefs about God.
Key vocabulary:
Muslims, Islam, God
Quran, Tawhid, Allah

RSE/PSHE
Our focus is on ‘Getting
on and Falling out’. We

will be exploring
strategies of dealing with

friendship issues.
In RSE we will be looking at
‘My Body’ and exploring
feelings.

Mathematics
Multiplication and

Division, proportionality,
statistics, measurement -

capacity

Key vocabulary:
Multiplication, division,

arrays, fractions,
denominator, numerator.

Mililitres, litres.

Science
Friction and Magnetism

We will compare the
forces that objects need

to move. Children will
make predictions and

carry out fair tests
involving magnets and

magnetic and
nonmagnetic materials.

Key vocabulary:
Force, push, pull, friction,
surface, magnet, magnetic,
magnetic field, pole, north,

south, attract, repel,
compass.

History The Stone Age
Children will discover the

changes that took place in
Britain from the Stone Age

to the Iron Age.
Key vocabulary: Bronze

Age, Iron Age
Geography:

We are focusing on
Europe. The children will

explore the different
mountain ranges in Italy

and learn about volcanoes.
Key vocabulary:
Mountains, volcano,
tectonic plates erupt.



Thursday 24th February 2022

Dear Parents and Carers,

I hope you all had an enjoyable half-term break despite the rather stormy weather. I have been impressed by
how well the children have settled back into school and how they are all showing positive attitudes towards
their learning.

Curriculum Map: Overleaf is a summary of what your child will be learning this half-term. We are continuing to
learn about The Stone Age and build upon their already extensive knowledge about this time period. They will
begin to learn about how life moved from the Stone Age through to the Bronze and then the Iron Age.

Welly Day and PE remain on Thursday, please send your child to school dressed in their Stibbard PE kits
and trainers in the morning. Children will also need waterproof coats and a pair of welly boots (in a named
bag)
IMPORTANT: If your child wears earrings, please ensure these are not worn on
this day for Health and Safety reasons. If they can’t be taken out as newly
pierced, please cover with surgical tape.

Snacks and Water: It is really important that your child stays hydrated throughout the day, their water bottle
should be named and contain water, no juice or squash. Please also make sure that your child has a
healthy snack in their bag to eat at break time, I’ve noticed lots of chocolate snacks being eaten recently.

Homework: Children will continue to have spellings sent home in their Homework book on Monday
which needs to be brought back to school every Monday. They will have a spelling grid with the current
week's spellings on it for them to practice each night. We are still continuing with the practical home learning
challenges this half-term. Once your child has completed 5 they will receive a Bronze certificate, complete
10 and they will get a Silver certificate and finally once all 15 have been completed then they will receive the
Gold certificate. Well done to all of the children who are working through these.

Time Tables: We are beginning to practice the 6 and 8 times table this half-term. These will be put on Times
Table Rockstars for your child to practice each week but any practice will be greatly appreciated, car journeys
can be a good time to do a quick run through!

Reading Books: The children are doing so well with reading at the moment and I really want to encourage
this. A quick plea to ask you to complete the comments section in the Reading Record once you have heard
your child read and please send the reading records and books back to school each day so that we can
add our comments when we hear your child read individually or during Book Talk sessions.

Any questions, please come and ask or email the school office and the message will get passed onto me.

Miss Delaney,
Year 3 Teacher


